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Task 1 - Searching the web
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Complete the table using the text boxes to the right of the table. Think 
about each viewpoint: the searcher (you), the search engine e.g. Google and 
the web content creator. Which things affect the pages that are viewed?

Searcher Search engine Web content 
creator

The choice of 
search engine

The links that they 
click on

The rules that 
their web crawlers 
follow

Other rules that 
the search engine 
uses

The words used in 
the search 
phrase/term

The rules that 
their page rank 
uses

The links in and 
out of a page

The terms, text, 
and headings 
used on the pages



Task 2: The web searcher
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Marcus has seen a picture of someone that he recognises, but can’t 
remember why.  He can remember that her last name was Parks. 
Complete the gaps in the table by answering questions 1 - 3 relating to 
Marcus. You will use the information on the following slides.

Question Priya Marcus

1. How helpful was the 
first search term?

This was not helpful because it gave 
results about the firefox search 
engine

2. Why did the second 
search term return 
different results?

Better use of appropriate keywords

3. Which search term 
was most effective and 
why?

The second search term was more 
effective because there was more 
keywords specific to what Priya 
wanted to find out about.



Task 2 (cont): The web searcher
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The first search that Markus typed was ‘parks.’ Look 
at the image and then answer question 1 (Remember 
Marcus was looking for information on a lady he 
recognises called Parks).

Question Marcus

1. How helpful was the 
first search term?

2. Why did the second 
search term return 
different results?

3. Which search term 
was most effective and 
why?

Credit:  Google



Task 2 (cont): The web searcher
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The second search that Markus typed was ‘famous lady 
named parks.’ Look at the image and then answer question 2 
(Remember Marcus was looking for information on a lady he 
recognises called Parks).

Answer question 3 to complete  the table

Question Marcus

1. How helpful was the 
first search term?

2. Why did the second 
search term return 
different results?

3. Which search term 
was most effective and 
why?

Credit:  Google


